Historical patterns of species diversity inferred from phylogenies typically contradict the direct evidence found in the fossil record. According to the fossil record, species frequently go extinct, and many clades experience periods of dramatic diversity loss. However, most analyses of molecular phylogenies fail to identify any periods of declining diversity, and they typically infer low levels of extinction. This striking inconsistency between phylogenies and fossils limits our understanding of macroevolution, and it undermines our confidence in phylogenetic inference. Here, we show that realistic extinction rates and diversity trajectories can be inferred from molecular phylogenies. To make this inference, we derive an analytic expression for the likelihood of a phylogeny that accommodates scenarios of declining diversity, time-variable rates, and incomplete sampling; we show that this likelihood expression reliably detects periods of diversity loss using simulation. We then study the cetaceans (whales, dolphins, and porpoises), a group for which standard phylogenetic inferences are strikingly inconsistent with fossil data. When the cetacean phylogeny is considered as a whole, recently radiating clades, such as the Balaneopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae, mask the signal of extinctions. However, when isolating these groups, we infer diversity dynamics that are consistent with the fossil record. These results reconcile molecular phylogenies with fossil data, and they suggest that most extant cetaceans arose from four recent radiations, with a few additional species arising from clades that have been in decline over the last ∼10 Myr.
I
nferring rates of speciation and extinction and the resulting pattern of diversity over geological time scales is one of the most fundamental but challenging questions in biodiversity studies (1) (2) (3) (4) . Traditionally, biologists have relied on the fossil record to study long-term diversity dynamics (4) (5) (6) (7) . However, many groups, including terrestrial insects, birds, and plants, lack an adequate fossil record. Methods have therefore been developed to estimate speciation and extinction rates and test hypotheses about the mechanisms governing diversification using phylogenies of extant species reconstructed from molecular data (1, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . These methods have raised the possibility of inferring diversity dynamics for groups that lack a detailed fossil record.
Given the large number of taxonomic groups that lack fossil data, approaches that rely on extant taxa alone are critically important. However, recent studies have highlighted major inconsistencies between the diversity dynamics inferred from phylogenies and those dynamics inferred from the fossil record (4, 11, 15) . For example, the fossil record clearly shows that the diversity of cetaceans has declined over the last 10 Myr (4, 16), whereas two recent phylogeny-based maximum likelihood analyses of this group would suggest that cetacean diversity has been expanding (17, 18) . More generally, phylogeny-based maximum likelihood estimates of extinction rates are often close to zero, which is not realistic given that extinctions do, in fact, occur and can be frequent in many groups (1, 9, 11, 15, 19) .
The current inconsistency between phylogenies and fossils is puzzling, and it casts serious doubt on phylogenetic techniques for inferring the history of species diversity (4) . These concerns are especially problematic for groups that lack sufficient fossil data. There are several possible reasons for this inconsistency. On the one hand, because phylogenies of extant taxa lack direct information about extinct lineages, they simply may lack sufficient information to accurately estimate extinction rates or infer diversity dynamics (15, 20, 21) . If this is the case, there is little hope for us to ever understand the history of diversification in groups or places lacking fossil data. On the other hand, there is also a possibility that the apparent inconsistency between phylogenies and the fossil record is a methodological artifact, which could be overcome if we develop the appropriate tools.
There is no doubt that the information provided by a reconstructed phylogeny is limited. It is well-recognized that alternative diversification scenarios can produce phylogenies with similar shapes, such that phylogenies may have little discriminatory power (4, 13, 14, 22, 23) . It is, thus, understandable that phylogenetic inferences based on a single summary statistic, such as the widely used γ-statistic describing the temporal distribution of nodes in a phylogeny (24) (25) (26) (27) , fail to properly infer past diversity dynamics (4, 20, 21) . It is more worrisome, however, that likelihood-based inferences, which use most of the information contained in phylogenies, also yield unrealistically low extinction rate estimates (9, 11, 19) . However, this inconsistency likely arises from limitations in the current methods of phylogenetic inference, which typically assume that speciation rates are constant through time or across lineages and that speciation rates exceed extinction rates (1, 4) .
Here, we begin by deriving an exact analytic expression for the likelihood of observing a given phylogeny that simultaneously accommodates undersampling of extant taxa, rate variation over time, and potential periods of declining diversity. Our derivation is based on the birth-death framework introduced in the work by Nee et al. (8) and further developed by Rabosky and Lovette (11) and by Maddison et al. (10, 28) . Using Monte Carlo simulations, we quantify the ability of our likelihood-based inferences to detect clades in decline. We then apply this phylogenetic method to the cetaceans, and we compare the diversity dynamics inferred from their phylogeny with the dynamics inferred from the fossil record.
Results
We developed a method to infer diversity dynamics from phylogenies using a birth-death model of cladogenesis (1, 8, 9, 11) . We assume that a clade has evolved according to a birth-death process, with per-lineage speciation and extinction rates, λ(t) and μ(t), respectively, that can vary over time. We consider the phylogeny of n species sampled at present from this clade. We allow for the possibility that some extant species are not included in the sample by assuming that each extant species was sampled with probability f ≤ 1. We measure time from the present to the past. Thus, t = 0 denotes the present, and t increases into the past. t 1 denotes the first time at which the ancestral species came into existence, and {t 2 , t 3 , . . . , t n } denote the times of branching events in the phylogeny, with t 1 > t 2 > . . . > t n . In particular, t 2 is the time of the most recent common ancestor of the sampled species ( Fig. 1 has a schematic illustration of notations).
The probability density of observing such a phylogeny, conditioned on the presence of at least one descendant in the sample, is proportional to (Materials and Methods has details) where Ψ(s, t) denotes the probability that a lineage alive at time t leaves exactly one descendant lineage at time s < t in the reconstructed phylogeny, and Φ(t) denotes the probability that a lineage alive at time t has no descendant in the sample. s i,1 and s i,2 denote the times at which the daughter lineages introduced at time t i themselves branch (or zero if the daughter lineage survives to the present without branching) (Fig. 1) . Adapting the approaches by Maddison et al. (10) and FitzJohn et al. (28), we derived the following exact likelihood expressions:
λðuÞ − μðuÞdu λðsÞds [2] and Ψðs; tÞ ¼ e
λðσÞ − μðσÞdσ λðτÞdτ
Substituting Eqs. 2 and 3 into Eq. 1 gives the likelihood of the phylogeny in terms of the sampling fraction f and the speciation and extinction rates λ(t) and μ(t), respectively. The net diversification rate at any given time, λ(t) − μ(t), can be positive, corresponding to a period of expanding diversity, or negative, corresponding to a period of declining diversity. The likelihood expression given by Eq. 1 is directly comparable with those expressions derived in the seminal work by Nee et al. (8) and in more recent works by Rabosky and Lovette (11), Maddison et al.
(10), and FitzJohn et al. (28) . When phylogenies are fully sampled and diversification rates are assumed constant over time and independent of a specific character, these likelihood expressions differ from one another only by the conditioning on the birth-death process (Materials and Methods and SI Results). Eq. 1 is, however, an exact analytical expression that simultaneously accounts for rate variation through time and undersampling, although FitzJohn (29) and Rabosky and Glor (30) proposed numerical procedures associated with this scenario, and Stadler (31) derived the likelihood analytically in the case of discrete rate shifts. If we no longer assume that diversification rates are constant across lineages but, instead, assume that they change at a fixed set of branching points, Eq. 1 can readily be modified to take into account this rate heterogeneity. Under the assumption that rates vary only at a fixed set of observed branching points, our expression for Φ(t) and Ψ(s, t) holds (SI Results). If a clade first appears at the branching point t cl 1 ( Fig. 1 clarifies the notation) , the likelihood function of the subtree corresponding to this clade is given by Eq. 1 with the clade-specific rates of speciation and extinction. The likelihood function of the remaining pruned parent tree (i.e., the whole tree minus the clade) is also given by Eq. 1 if we replace all terms corresponding to the subclade, such as
with the probability 1 − Φðt cl 1 Þ that the subclade did not go extinct (SI Results). The likelihood of the whole tree is then the product of the likelihood of the subtree and the pruned tree. More generally, the likelihood of a phylogeny in which various subclades have different diversification rates is obtained by multiplying together the likelihoods of each subclade and the likelihood of the remaining pruned parent tree. Hence, given a phylogeny, Eq. 1 can be used to estimate rates in multiple subclades as well as compare the performance of various parametric models for how these rates vary over time and across clades.
Applying the likelihood expression in Eq. 1 to phylogenies simulated with time-variable speciation and extinction rates, we found that diversity dynamics can be accurately inferred across a wide range of parameter values, including scenarios that feature periods of declining diversity (Materials and Methods, SI Results, and Figs. S1-S3). For example, one such simulated parameter set featured a constant extinction rate (μ 0 = 0.5 events per arbitrary time unit) and a speciation rate that decayed exponentially over time (from λ = 3 at 10 time units in the past to λ 0 = 0.25 at present), and therefore, the net diversification rate switched from positive to negative over the clade's history. Even in this scenario of diversity expansion followed by diversity collapse, which is similar to the scenario of waxing and waning observed in the fossil record, our method produced unbiased parameter estimates (Figs. S1, rightmost data point, and S2), and we correctly inferred a negative diversification rate at present for 70% of such simulated phylogenies. This percentage increases to 81% and 92% when we consider only the subset of phylogenies with at least 10 or 20 species at present, respectively. We found similar results when the speciation rate was held constant and the extinction rate increased over time (Fig. S3) .
Although our method produces unbiased parameter estimates, the confidence intervals around these estimates can be broad, especially when a phylogeny is small (Materials and Methods and Figs. S4 and S5). Figs. S4 and S5 show how tree size influences the confidence interval for estimates of the net diversification rate at present for an example set of parameters. These figures reflect the fact that even the most powerful asymptotically unbiased procedure (i.e., maximum likelihood) may require relatively large tree sizes to reject one model of diversification in favor of another model. Nonetheless, we will show below that our method allows us to confidently reject positive net diversification rates for some important empirical phylogenies, notably the cetaceans. Fig. 1. Schematic figure illustrating the notations. We characterize a phylogeny by its branch intervals, which are denoted {(t 2 , t 1 ), {(s i , 1 , t i ), (s i , 2 , t i )} i = 2, . . . , n }. The figure illustrates three example phylogenies that all have the same branching times, which are indicated as labels. The leftmost and middle trees have the same topology, whereas the rightmost tree has a distinct topology. Left and Center have corresponding tree branch intervals of {(t 2 , t 1 ), (t 3 , t 2 ), (0, t 2 ), (t 4 , t 3 ), (0, t 3 ), (0, t 4 ), (0, t 4 )}, whereas Right has branch intervals of {(t 2 , t 1 ), (t 3 , t 2 ), (t 4 , t 2 ), (0, t 3 ), (0, t 3 ), (0, t 4 ), (0, t 4 )}. The use of branch intervals, thus, encodes the topology of the tree up to the labeling of nodes. Note that, although the topology of the tree in Right is distinct from the topology of the trees in Left and Center, their likelihoods are identical when diversification rates are assumed homogeneous across lineages. When we instead assume that diversification rates vary at a known set of branching points (for example, at t 2 on the tree in Right), different topologies are no longer equally probable. In this case, the likelihood of the tree may be computed as a product of the likelihood of the subclade (red) given by Eq. 1 and the likelihood of the rest of the tree.
Confident that our likelihood expression (Eq. 1) produces unbiased estimates and can accurately detect periods of declining diversity under our model assumptions, we used this expression to estimate diversification rates from a recently published phylogeny of the cetaceans (17) (Materials and Methods). This dated molecular phylogeny includes 87 of 89 extant cetacean species, missing only two species in the Delphinidae family. According to the fossil record, the global diversity of the cetaceans increased steadily during the late Oligocene to mid Miocene and subsequently declined monotonically over the past ∼10 Myr (Fig. 2D) (4) .
When we analyzed the cetacean phylogeny as a whole, a pure birth model was selected over all other models, including models that allowed speciation and extinction rates to vary exponentially or linearly through time (Materials and Methods and Table S1 ).
In particular, the most likely, pure-birth model suggests that cetacean diversity has increased over the last 30 Myr-in direct contradiction to the fossil record. Similar results were found in previous phylogenetic studies of this group (17, 18) . The striking discrepancy with the fossil record is not caused by a large number of extinct taxa in the stem group, because most Oligocene and all Miocene and younger taxa belong to the crown group (4). Thus, even when we allow speciation and extinction rates to vary over time, allow the extinction rate to exceed the speciation rate, and account for undersampling of extant taxa, the levels of extinction estimated from the phylogeny are unrealistically low (Fig. S6A) , and we fail to identify known periods of diversity loss.
By analyzing the cetaceans as a whole, we have implicitly assumed that the pattern of diversification, λ(t) and μ(t), is ho-A B D C mogeneous across clades. This assumption is likely violated, as suggested by the different temporal distributions of nodes in species-rich families compared with the rest of the tree ( Fig. 2A) . Whereas the four most speciose families (the Delphinidae, Balaenopteridae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae) exhibit many recent nodes, the rest of the tree, comprising 10 other families, exhibits relatively few recent speciation events. This pattern suggests that the four species-rich families may have diversified faster than the smaller families, at least recently. To test this hypothesis, we compared the likelihoods of models that allow for different patterns of rate variation in different clades. In particular, we allowed for rate shifts at some or all of the nodes corresponding to the four largest families (SI Results); we found that the model allowing distinct patterns of rate variation in each of these families was strongly supported over alternative models (Table  S2 ). When we isolated the four largest families using the rate heterogeneous approach outlined above, we found that the phylogeny of the remaining 16 cetacean species is consistent with a decline in diversity over the past ∼10 Myr (Figs. 2B and S6F ). In particular, the most likely model for these 16 species featured a constant speciation rate through time and an exponentially increasing extinction rate, such that the net diversification rate switched from positive to negative over time (Fig. S6F) ; this model was strongly supported over all alternative patterns of diversification (Table 1 and Table S3 ). Using the most likely parameter values, we inferred that the diversity of the cetaceans, excluding the four largest families at present, peaked at more than 200 species about 10 Mya, and it subsequently crashed to its present value of 16 extant species (Fig. 2B) .
The boom-then-bust pattern of diversity that we inferred for the cetaceans, excluding the four largest extant families, is especially notable given the well-known difficulty of inferring nonzero extinction rates from molecular phylogenies. Not only did we infer a positive extinction rate for these groups, we inferred an extinction rate significantly higher than the speciation rate over the past ∼10 Myr [inferred net diversification rate at present: λ(0) − μ(0) = −0.69]. We performed a series of tests to determine the robustness of these inferences. First, the 95% χ 2 confidence interval around the estimated net diversification rate at present is (−1.54; −0.28), which allows us to confidently reject the hypothesis that diversity is increasing at present (P < 0.05). Second, assuming linear rather than exponential variation in diversification rates through time produced a similar boomthen-bust pattern of diversity (Fig. S7) . Third, the diversity trajectory that we inferred was not qualitatively affected if we considered models with two or three rate shifts instead of the model with four shifts (Fig. S8) . Finally, if we chose to analyze the mysticetes (excluding the Balaneopteridae) and odontocetes (excluding the Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae) separately rather than as a whole (i.e., if we allow for different rates in each of these two clades), then the inferred diversity trajectories are hump-shaped for both groups (Fig. 2C) , and the present net diversification rates are both significantly negative [−0.26 (−0.49; −0.06) and −0.88 (−1.59; −0.18), respectively]. Under the most likely parameter values, the mysticete group peaked at about 80 species ∼9 Mya, and it then crashed to its present value of 6 extant species. Similarly, the odontocetes peaked at more than 120 species around 9 Mya, and this group retains only 10 species today. Summing these two diversity trajectories, we obtain a diversity curve qualitatively similar to the one obtained when treating the mysticetes and odontocetes as a single clade (Fig. S9) . These results all suggest that the boomthen-bust pattern of diversity that we have inferred is not an artifact of the various choices that we made in our analysis.
The history of species diversity in the cetaceans as a whole has been extensively studied using the fossil record (4, 16) . To compare our phylogenetic inferences with the fossil record, we summed the diversity trajectories of each individual group (the four largest extant families plus the remaining species). For each of the Balaneopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae families, we used their best fit models (specified in Fig. 2 ), which all feature expanding diversity at present (Figs. 2 B and C and Fig. S6 ). However, the diversity expansion of these four families does not compensate for the diversity loss in the remaining cetaceans. As a result, the trajectory that we inferred for the cetaceans as a whole features a maximum diversity of almost 250 species about 9 Mya, with only 89 species surviving today (Fig. 2D ). This trajectory is consistent with the history of diversity inferred from the fossil record (4), which shows a long period of steady species accumulation followed by a sharp decline in diversity starting ∼10 Mya (Fig. 2D) .
Aside from analyzing historical patterns of net diversity, our phylogenetic inference technique allows us to study how speciation and extinction rates themselves have varied over time (11) . Different groups feature different patterns of temporal variation in speciation and extinction rates ( Fig. S6 B-F) . The phylogenies of the Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae exhibit relatively constant speciation and suggest that diversity is expanding at present (Fig. S6 C-F) . The phylogeny of the Balaenopteridae, by contrast, indicates a decay in the net diversification rate caused by a decay in the speciation rate ( Fig. S6B) , so that the Balaenopteridae are currently reaching a point of equilibrium diversity (zero net diversification rate) (14, 30) . For the remaining cetaceans, the extinction rate has increased over time, whereas the speciation rate has remained relatively constant, resulting in a negative net diversification rate at present (Fig.  S6F) ; the same pattern holds for the odontocetes analyzed separately (Fig. S10) . Finally, the mysticete phylogeny indicates a constant extinction rate with a decaying speciation rate (Fig.  S10) . Thus, a variety of different scenarios operating in different taxonomic groups combine to produce the net diversity trajectories that we observed.
Discussion
Phylogenies of extant taxa are increasingly used to infer macroevolutionary patterns. However, few studies have directly com- nb denotes the number of parameters of each model. LogL stands for the maximum log likelihood; AICc stands for the second-order Akaike's information criterion (42) . In the most likely model (bold), the speciation rate is constant through time, and the extinction rate increases exponentially through time. This model is supported by the AICc criterion against all other models and the likelihood ratio test against the two models nested within it (B constant and BD constant are both rejected; P < 0.01). The best fit model, which specifies an exponentially varying extinction rate, is also supported against models with linear variation in rates over time (Table S3) .
pared diversity patterns inferred from phylogenies with those patterns estimated from the fossil record. The few studies attempting this comparison have uncovered major inconsistencies, suggesting that phylogenetic inferences are not reliable on their own (4) . In this paper, we have shown that diversity dynamics inferred from phylogenies can be consistent with the fossil record if rate variation through time and among major taxonomic groups is taken into account.
The correspondence that we found between the diversity dynamics inferred from molecular phylogenies and the fossil record is remarkable given that we analyzed the cetaceans, a group that has been used specifically to illustrate major inconsistencies between phylogenies and fossil data (4). Our analysis indicates an important role for species turnover in shaping biodiversity, which is generally found in the fossil record (6) but has rarely been evidenced in molecular phylogenies (12, 32, 33) . In addition, our analysis suggests that the net diversification rate has decreased over time in several taxonomic groups, which is often interpreted as a feature of evolutionary radiations (11, 25, 27) . Our modeling approach has allowed us to unravel complex historical patterns, such as boom-then-bust patterns of species diversity. These patterns of diversity would have been difficult to discern simply by inspecting the phylogenies without the use of a quantitative cladogenesis model and a corresponding inference procedure.
When the cetacean phylogeny was considered as a whole, with the implicit assumption that diversification rates are homogeneous across lineages, we did not detect any extinction. However, after isolating recently radiating clades from the phylogeny, we recovered realistic extinction rates and diversity trajectories. This finding suggests an important general principle-recently radiating clades mask the signal of extinctions in other clades, but extinctions can be detected from a phylogeny after accounting for rate heterogeneity. These results support the view in Rabosky (15) that different tempos of diversification across lineages are responsible for the current inconsistency between phylogenies and the fossil record, and they suggest that this issue can be overcome (12) . When accounting for rate heterogeneity, it is inherently difficult to identify which clades should be analyzed separately. Here, realistic diversity trajectories were obtained by separating the largest extant families. In other situations, more systematic ways to detect rate shifts may be needed (12) .
Whereas the historical trajectory of species diversity that we have inferred from the cetacean phylogeny matches the fossil record, our analyses also make more specific inferences than this pattern alone. In particular, we have inferred that the vast majority of cetacean species present about 10 Mya were not within the Balaenopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, or Ziphiidae families. In the future, this phylogenetic inference could be tested by detailed examination of the fossil record, with historical specimens identified to the family level.
If we are to extract meaningful information from phylogenies, it is crucial that we understand the strengths and limitations of various analytical approaches. There has been a recent focus on using the γ-statistic to detect declines in speciation rates (20, 21, (24) (25) (26) (27) . Although the γ-statistic has the advantage of simplicity, it was originally designed only to test deviations from the pure birth Yule process (24) . As a result, it is typically not powerful enough to analyze complex diversity trajectories (4, 20, 21) . The distribution of phylogenetic branch lengths (13) , by contrast, allows us to test whether diversification rates depend on species' age, which is not accommodated by other methods. However, this approach is not powerful for testing more traditional hypotheses, such as whether diversification rates vary over absolute time (14) . A recent method based on coalescent theory allows us to compare a variety of scenarios with constant vs. expanding diversity (14) . However, this approach does not yet accommodate scenarios of declining diversity, and it relies on an approximate likelihood expression. The approach described here, which is closely related to the approaches used in refs. 8, 10, 11, and 28, rectifies several of these issues simultaneously.
Inferring long-term diversity dynamics without fossils is challenging. Obviously, any incorporation of fossil data to phylogenetic inference will improve our ability to understand diversity dynamics (20, 21, (34) (35) (36) , and our likelihood expressions can be modified to incorporate some types of fossil information (SI Results). However, we have shown here that molecular phylogenies alone can recover diversity dynamics that are consistent with the fossil record. Thus, there is hope for us to reconstruct the history of species diversity in groups or regions that lack a reliable fossil record.
Materials and Methods
Likelihood of Observing a Given Phylogeny. To obtain our likelihood expression (Eq. 1), we conditioned the cladogenesis process on having at least one lineage surviving to the present and being sampled. The denominator in the likelihood function accounts for this conditioning. Conditioning the process on survival is critical to obtain unbiased parameter estimates, particularly when the probability of survival is low (i.e., when extinction rates exceed speciation rates) (35) . Our conditioning is different from the conditioning used by Nee et al. (8) and implemented in both the laser (37) and diversitree (28, 29) packages. Nee et al. (8) conditioned the process on the existence of a root node (i.e., a speciation event occurring at the time of the most recent common ancestor and the two descendant lineages surviving to the present). Modifying Eq. 1 to obtain the likelihood conditioned on the existence of a root node as in Nee et al. (8) is straightforward. Our conditioning allows for taking into account information on the root length (i.e., t 1 − t 2 ) when available, which is the case for subclades within the cetaceans. This form of conditioning also allows us to relax the assumption (8) that all lineages trace back to a single common ancestor at a given time T in the past. In future studies, this flexibility may allow for the combination of phylogenetic and fossil data to gain a more precise understanding of diversity dynamics (SI Results).
In Eq. 1, the factor f n accounts for the fact that each extant species was sampled with probability f. The factor Ψ(t 2 , t 1 ) corresponds to the probability of observing the given root. The n − 1 other factors correspond to the probabilities of observing a speciation event and the two descendant branch lengths at each of the n − 1 nodes. To obtain maximum likelihood estimates for a given model, we used the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm implemented in R (38) . R codes computing the likelihood and estimating the maximum likelihood parameters are provided in Dataset S1.
To determine an analytic expression for Ψ(s, t), we first find ΦðtÞ ¼ ℙfa lineage is not in the samplejit was alive at the time tg but lineage is not observed at present
þ ð1 − μðtÞΔtÞð1 − λðtÞΔtÞΦðtÞ þ oðΔtÞ:
Subtracting Φ(t), dividing by Δt, and taking Δt → 0 yields dΦ dt ¼ μðtÞ − ðλðtÞ þ μðtÞÞΦðtÞ þ λðtÞΦ 2 ðtÞ; [7] whereas Φð0Þ ¼ ℙfa lineage is not in the samplejit was alive at time 0g
Set F(t) = 1 − Φ(t). Then, F(t) satisfies the Bernoulli equation dF dt ¼ ðλðtÞ − μðtÞÞFðtÞ − λðtÞF 2 ðtÞ:
Letting G(t) = 1/F(t), we have dG dt ¼ − ðλðtÞ − μðtÞÞGðtÞ þ λðtÞ; [10] which is readily solved as
where G(0) = 1/f. Solving for Φ(t) produces Eq. 2. To determine Ψ(s, t) itself, following ref. 10 , we note that
Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 14, we get Eq. 3 (SI Results).
Models of Diversification.
We considered models with time-constant diversification rates and models with time-variable diversification rates. When rates varied through time, we assumed one of two variations: either exponential variation, such that λ(t) = λ 0 e αt and μ(t) = μ 0 e βt , where λ 0 and μ 0 are the speciation and extinction rates at present, respectively, and α and β are the rates of change, or linear variation, such that λ(t) = max(0, λ 0 + αt) and μ(t) = max(0, μ 0 + βt).
Computing Confidence Intervals. Given a phylogeny (simulated or empirical), we computed the 95% confidence interval around the maximum likelihood estimate of the net diversification rate according to the χ 2 distribution. To perform this computation, we changed variables to parameterize the likelihood function in terms of the net diversification rate and speciation rate. We then computed the confidence interval corresponding to a likelihood ratio test, with 1 degree of freedom and P = 0.05, by finding the minimum and maximal values of the net diversification rate within 3.84/2 log-likelihood units of the maximal log-likelihood value (39).
Cetacean Phylogeny. We analyzed the dated cetacean phylogeny constructed by Steeman et al. (17) , which consists of 87 of 89 extant cetacean species. This phylogeny was derived from six mitochondrial and nine nuclear genes using the Bayesian phylogenetic inference implemented in MrBayes (40) . It was calibrated using seven paleontological age constraints and the relaxed molecular clock approach implemented in r8S (41).
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SI Results
Simulations: Methods and Results. We used forward time Monte Carlo simulations (1) to quantify the accuracy of phylogenetic inferences based on Eq. 1. We assumed a simple model of cladogenesis in which the extinction rate is constant and the speciation rate decays over time (Fig. S1 ), or conversely, a model with constant speciation and increasing extinction rate (Fig. S3) . The simulations were started at time zero with a single lineage.
As time moved forward, we simulated Poisson events with rate λ + μ (i.e., speciation plus extinction rates at the time of the previous event; for the first event, we used the rates at time zero). At each event, a lineage picked at random was replaced by two descendant lineages with probability λ λ þ μ and removed with probability μ λ þ μ , and the speciation (or extinction) rate was updated (the other rate remained constant). The process was simulated until time exceeded a predetermined value. Fig. S1 shows maximum likelihood parameter estimates for phylogenies simulated under the model, with constant extinction rate and time-decaying speciation rate, for five different parameter sets. In practice, given a suite of phylogenies simulated under a given parameter set, we computed, for each of these phylogenies, the maximum likelihood estimates of the diversification parameters. We then computed the median and 5% and 95% quantiles of these estimates. Fig. S2 illustrates the distribution of parameter estimates across phylogenies. Fig. S3 illustrates that unbiased parameter estimates are also obtained for phylogenies simulated under the model with constant speciation rate and time-increasing extinction rate.
Figs. S4 and S5 illustrate how confidence limits of estimated parameters depend on tree size. We simulated 10,000 phylogenies with the parameters corresponding to the rightmost data point in Fig. S1 . The simulated net diversification rate is −0.25. Of the 10,000 phylogenies, we considered (i) the 186 phylogenies with estimated net diversification rates at present within −0.26, −0.24 ( Fig. S4 ) and (ii) 300 randomly sampled phylogenies (Fig. S5) . For each of these phylogenies, we computed the 95% confidence interval using a χ 2 criterion as described in the text.
Diversity Dynamics of the Cetaceans. When the cetacean phylogeny is considered as a whole, we find no support for the presence of extinction (Table S1 and Fig. S6A ). The constant rate pure birth model (B constant) is selected against all other models based on either likelihood ratio tests or the second-order Akaike's information criterion (AIC c ). More generally, pure birth models with constant (B constant), exponentially varying (B variable E), and linearly varying (B variable L) speciation rates are all selected against their analogs with extinction. Besides models in which diversification rates are homogeneous across clades, we considered models in which rates change instantaneously at a fixed set of branching points. In particular, we tested for rate shifts at the bases of the four richest families (the Balaenopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae). To do this testing, we performed a forward selection procedure similar to the procedure used in ref. 2 . We first assumed that there is a single rate shift at one of these four possible nodes. For each of these possible breakpoints, we selected the best fit model for both the corresponding subclade and the remaining phylogeny among a set of 10 models with constant, exponentially varying, or linearly varying diversification rates (Table S1 has a list of models). We then computed the maximum likelihood of the corresponding combined phylogeny, as described in the text. Finally, we selected the breakpoint that maximized this likelihood and tested the statistical support of the breakpoint using a likelihood ratio test.
We iterated the process and tested for the statistical support of each additional breakpoint. We found that the model allowing distinct patterns of rate variation in the four most speciose families (the Balaneopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae families) was strongly supported over models allowing fewer distinct patterns (Table S2) .
When isolating the Balaneopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae families, the model best describing the phylogeny of the remaining 16 cetacean species is a model in which the speciation rate remains constant while the extinction rate varies exponentially through time (Table S3 and Fig. S6F ). In particular, this model is more likely than models where the time variation is linear.
When we assume a linear time variation in diversification rates, the diversity trajectory of the cetaceans features a boom-thenbust pattern similar to the one obtained assuming an exponential time variation with a diversity peak ∼10 Mya (Fig. S7) .
When we consider the most likely models with only three or two rate shifts (Fig. S8) , the inferred trajectory is qualitatively similar to the one obtained when considering the four-shifts model (Fig. 2) .
The model in which the same diversification rates are applied to the mysticetes (excluding the Balaenopteridae) and the odontocetes (excluding the Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae) is not rejected against a model in which different diversification rates are allowed for each group [number of parameters (nb) = 11, maximal log likelihood (LogL) = −247.64, AIC c = 518.93 compared with values for the four-shifts model in Table S2 ; P > 0.1 according to a likelihood ratio test]. If we nevertheless analyze the odontocetes and mysticetes separately rather than as a whole, the inferred diversity dynamics of the cetaceans are qualitatively similar to the dynamics inferred when analyzing the phylogeny of the odontocetes and mysticetes combined ( Fig. S9  compared with Fig. 2B, brown curve) .
When analyzing the mysticetes and odontocetes separately, their respective phylogenies suggest that the speciation rate has decreased in the mysticetes, whereas the extinction rate has increased in the odontocetes (Fig. S10) . In both cases, these dynamics produce a switch from positive to negative diversification rates over time (i.e., a diversity increase followed by a diversity decline).
Details of the Derivation of Ψ(s, t). Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 14 (in the text), we get 
We find
and Ψðs; tÞ ¼ e
If λ(t) and μ(t) are assumed to vary linearly with time,
where λ 0 (μ 0 ) is the speciation (extinction) rate at present and α (β) is the linear variation in speciation (extinction) rate over time. We find
which can be integrated numerically.
If λ(t) and μ(t) are assumed to vary exponentially with time, λðtÞ ¼ λ 0 e αt and [S10]
where λ 0 (μ 0 ) is the speciation (extinction) rate at present and α (β) is the exponential variation in speciation (extinction) rate over time. We find
and Ψðs; tÞ
[S13]
which can be integrated numerically. 2 , . . . , x n }, the times of the first, second, etc., branching events in a phylogeny, assuming that the phylogeny can be traced back to a single common ancestor at time x = 0 in the past (they take time x = T to be the present). LettingλðxÞ andμðxÞ be the speciation and extinction rates, respectively, at time x from the time of the most recent common ancestor, they introduce two functions:
Pðx; TÞ ¼ ℙfa single lineage alive at time x is not extinct at time Tg Using these expressions, one can readily write down a likelihood for the tree rooted at x 2 ≥ 0, the time of the first known branching event:
This likelihood expression does not appear in ref.
3, but it can be readily obtained from results in sections 5 and 6 in ref. 3 . Although at first glance, it may seem that considering only the birth times may be less informative than considering the entire branch lengths, in reality, up to conditioning (and taking f = 1), our expression is equivalent to Eq. S16, which we show below (see also refs. 5 and 6). The equivalence between our [S1]
likelihood and the likelihood in Nee et al. (3), which depends only on branching times (not branching intervals), shows that trees with the same branching times but different topology have the same likelihood under our model assumptions (7). To reconcile our backward time approach with the forward time approach used in ref. 3 , we ignore the phylogenetic root, and we take t = T − x: μðtÞ ¼μðT − tÞ ¼μðxÞ and
[S17]
λðtÞ ¼λðT − tÞ ¼λðxÞ [S18]
(i.e., the rates at time t before the present). We begin by observing that, if a species that first appears at time t i = T − x i before the present is in our sample, then for each species, the phylogeny must contain branches
connecting the birth time to the present. Moreover, if the tree is rooted at time t 2 , there are two species tracing back to t 2 and thus, two such collections of intervals. For example, for the tree in Fig. 1 Left, we get (ignoring the root) ðt 3 ; t 2 Þ; ðt 4 ; t 3 Þ; ð0; t 4 Þ; ð0; t 2 Þ; ð0; t 3 Þ; ð0; t 4 Þ ; whereas for the tree in Fig. 1 Right, we have ðt 3 ; t 2 Þ; ð0; t 3 Þ; ðt 4 ; t 2 Þ; ð0; t 4 Þ; ð0; t 3 Þ; ð0; t 4 Þ:
When ignoring the phylogenetic root, the likelihood of observing a given phylogeny (without any conditioning) is
Now, from the analytical expression of Ψ(s, t) (Eq. 5), we see that, if s ≤ u ≤ t, then Ψðs; uÞΨðu; tÞ ¼ Ψðs; tÞ:
Thus, the likelihood may be written as
Next, observe that, by definition (which may also be verified by direct calculation),
and uðx; TÞ ¼ 1 − Pðx; TÞe
Last, from Eq. 3, we see that ðx i ÞPðx i ; TÞð1 − uðx i ; TÞÞ;
[S25]
which divided byλðx 2 ÞPðx 2 ; TÞ 2 (i.e., conditioning on a speciation event at time t 2 /x 2 with both lines from that event in the sample), yields Eq. S16.
Incorporating Fossil Data. This form of conditioning also allows us to relax the assumption (3) that all lineages trace back to a single common ancestor at a given time T in the past. In future studies, this flexibility may allow for the combination of phylogenetic and fossil data to gain a more precise understanding of diversity dynamics.
If our data trace back to N a ancestors at some time T in the past, then the data are the disjoint union of N a trees:
n s 
The probability that each of the N a ancestors has some descendant in the sample at t = 0 is ð1 − ΦðTÞÞ Na , and the conditional likelihood is
Suppose that, in addition to the N a ancestors of the sample alive at time T, we also know from fossil data that there were at least N e species alive at time T that have left no observed descendants. This event has probability ΦðTÞ Ne , which can be incorporated into a joint likelihood for the data by multiplication:
Likelihood When Rates Vary Across Lineages. In this section, we consider the situation where different lineages are allowed to have different speciation and extinction rates. Over the lifetime of a species, these rates vary according to λ(t) and μ(t), but when a new species appears, it has extinction and speciation ratesλðtÞ andμðtÞ that may be different from the parent lineage. We, henceforth, refer to the pair of functions, x = (λ, μ), as the species type and write X e for the set of all possible types. If λ(t) and μ(t) are chosen from a parametric family [e.g., in the text, we use λ(t) = λ 0 e αt and μ(t) = μ 0 e βt ], the type may be equivalently represented by those parameters (e.g., λ 0 , α, μ 0 , and β). Note that, after the rates are allowed to vary across the tree, all topologies are no longer equally probable.
Previously, we considered two functions: Φ(t), the probability that a lineage alive at time t has no descendant in the sample, and Ψ(s, t), the probability that a lineage alive at time t leaves exactly one descendant lineage at time s < t in the reconstructed phylogeny. We will now have to consider typed functions Φ x (t) and Ψ x (s, t).
Below, we begin by deriving a general expression for Φ x (t) and Ψ x (s, t). We then show that, if we assume that the rates only change at a known set of branching points, these expressions reduce to the expressions found previously when rates were assumed to be homogeneous across lineages.
Deriving Φ x (t) and Ψ x (s, t). We take an approach informed by the general branching process (8) , which offers a particularly clear conceptual framework. Consider a lineage of type x p = (λ p , μ p ) that is known to have been alive at time t (the parent lineage). Let L p be the remaining lifespan of the parent lineage (i.e., it dies at t − L p ). Owing to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, we have
Moreover, because we model the phylogeny using a Markov branching process, the birth times of descendant lineages born after time t will be the points of a time-inhomogeneous Poisson point process on (t, t − L p ) with rate function λ p (t). Hence, the probability density of n descendant lineages born at time s 1 ,.
Suppose these descendant lineages have type x 1 , . . . , x n . For the moment, we make no assumption about the types (e.g., types can be all identical, all different, change at known set of branching points, etc.). The probability that the i th leaves no observed descendant is Φ xi ðs i Þ, and thus, the probability that no descendant of a lineage born in (s, t) is observed in the sample at time t = 0 is
Notice that, if all types are identical,
Finally, there are two (mutually exclusive) ways that the parent lineage may leave no observed descendants.
i) The parent lineage survives to the present but is not observed, and it leaves no descendant lineage. Thus, L p > t, and the probability of this event is
ii) The parent lineage dies at some 0 < s < t. Thus, L p = t − s, and the probability of this event is or it dies at some s < σ < t, with exactly one of its descendant lineages having a unique descendant in the sample, which arguing as before, has probability
Again, it can be verified that this computation reduces to our previous expression when
Likelihood When We Assume That the Rates only Change at a Known Set of Branching Points. As we saw above, without additional assumptions, such as assuming
form is available for Φ xp ðtÞ or Ψ xp ðs; tÞ. However, if we assume that the rates only change at a known set of branching points, then all descendant lineages that appear in the expression for ∏ x (s, t), which leave no observed descendants, are assumed to be of the same form as the parent lineage. In this case, Φ xp ðtÞ and Ψ xp ðs; tÞ reduce to the expressions found previously when rates were assumed to be homogeneous across lineages. We can then assign a pair x = (λ, μ) for each subtree, forming the appropriate Ψ x for all branches corresponding to species in that subtree and forming the likelihood as a product of all Ψ x (s, t). By assumption, at each time t i , a new species of type x i appears x i = (λ i , μ i ). We, thus, obtain the likelihood for the tree,
where the parent lineage p i produces the descendant lineage i at time t i , and f x i is the probability that species i is observed given that it survives to the present.
This approach is best illustrated by an example. In Fig. S11 , we adopt the convention that the right branch is the new lineage, whereas the left branch is the parental line.
The corresponding likelihood function is
In computing the likelihood of a tree composed of species of different types, it is convenient to subdivide the tree. Suppose that the first lineage of type x cl appeared at time t cl and that all descendants of this species are of type x cl . We can form the likelihood function for the subtree using our expression for identical rates, conditioning on nonextinction by dividing by
[S41]
After the best fit parameters are found for the subtree, the rates for the pruned parent lineage tree can be inferred by replacing terms corresponding to the subclade,
with the probability that the clade leaves at least one descendant, 1 − Φ clade (T clade ), which may be calculated using the rates inferred from the subtree. The product of the likelihood of the subtree and the pruned tree is then exactly the likelihood of the whole tree. This procedure can then be applied recursively starting from terminal clades, which have no subclades, moving to the clades of which they are part, and moving back to the ancestor.
Stochastic Type Variation. We conclude by briefly considering a second approach that, although beyond the scope of our current study, has considerable promise. Suppose that we had a parametric model, v θ (x p , x′), for the probability that a parent lineage of type x p has a descendant lineage of type x′. Then, the probability of having descendant lineages of type x 1 , . . . , x n at times
[S43]
and Π xp ðs; tÞ reduces to
Proceeding as before, we can obtain closed expressions for Φ xp , Ψ xp , and the likelihood of observing a given tree as a function of the parameters θ. It is an interesting question for future study to determine an appropriate functional form of v θ (x, x′) and parameters θ. . Unbiased parameter estimates including negative net diversification. We simulated 1,000 phylogenies for each parameter set. The extinction rate was held constant in all five parameter sets (0.5 per time unit), whereas the speciation rate at present, rate of decay in speciation rate, and total simulation time varied across parameter sets. The true simulated parameters of diversification are indicated by dashed lines (expressed as number of events per time unit). The total simulation durations for each of the five parameter sets were (from left to right) 8, 8.5, 9.5, 10, and 10 (arbitrary time units; these durations were chosen to reduce variability in tree sizes across parameter sets). The corresponding mean tree sizes were (from left to right) 77, 57, 38, 18, and 14. Points and error bars indicate the median and 5% and 95% quantiles of the maximum likelihood parameter estimates (Materials and Methods). Unbiased estimates were obtained whether the net diversification rate at present was positive (corresponding to expanding clades; Left) or negative (corresponding to declining clades; Right). . Temporal variation in speciation and extinction rates in cetaceans. When the cetacean phylogeny is considered as a whole (A), the inferred net diversification rate is positive throughout the duration of the clade's history. However, when recently radiating clades (B-E; the Balaenopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae) are isolated from the cetacean phylogeny, the phylogeny of the remaining cetaceans indicates an extinction rate that has increased over time, producing negative net diversification rates over the past ∼10 Myr (F). . The diversity trajectory of the cetaceans (excluding species from the Balaenopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae families) inferred when analyzing the phylogenies of the odontocetes and mysticetes separately (obtained by summing these two individual trajectories). This diversity trajectory is qualitatively similar to the one inferred when analyzing the phylogeny of the odontocetes and mysticetes combined. Fig. S10 . Analysis of the mysticete phylogeny (excluding the Balaenopteridae) indicates that the speciation rate has decreased over time. Analysis of the odontocete phylogeny (excluding the Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae) indicates that the extinction rate has increased over time. nb denotes the number of parameters of each model; this number depends on the assumed number of shifts as well as the number of parameters in the best fit models for the corresponding subclades and pruned phylogeny. The best fit model for the pruned phylogeny was the BD variable model across the one-, two-, and three-shift models and the B-constant D-variable model for the four-shift model. LogL stands for the maximum log likelihood of the entire phylogeny; AIC c stands for the second-order Akaike's information criterion (1) . Footnotes indicate the statistical support of the corresponding model against the model with exactly one less rate shift based on the likelihood ratio test. Each additional shift is supported by both the AIC c criterion and the likelihood ratio test. The four-shift model could not be compared with the three-shift model using the likelihood ratio test, because these models were not nested. In the most likely model (bold), each of the four largest families has different rates than the remainder of the tree. *P < 0.001. † P < 0.05. ‡ P < 0.01. Table S3 . Diversification models fitted to the cetacean phylogeny after isolating the Balaneopteridae, Delphinidae, Phocoenidae, and Ziphiidae families
